The paper studies the quasi-maximum exponential likelihood estimator (QMELE) for the double AR(p) (DAR(p)) model:
Introduction
Consider the autoregressive (AR) model with conditional heterosce-dasticity:
where w > 0, α i > 0 (i = 1, . . . , p), {η t } are independent and identically distributed random variables with E|η t | = 1, and y s is independent of {η t : t ≥ 1} for s ≤ 0. Let F t be the σ-field generated by {η t , . . . , η 1 , y 0 , . . . , y 1−p }. The conditional variance of y t is var(y t |F t−1 ) = Eη 2
when Eη 2 t < ∞, which is changing over time. We call (1.1) the p-th order double AR(p) (DAR(p)) model. It is a special case of the ARMA-ARCH models in Weiss (1986) and an example of the weak ARMA models in Zakoïan (1998, 2000) . Model (1.1) reduces to Engle's (1982) ARCH(p) model when ϕ i ≡ 0, but they are different when ϕ i ̸ ≡ 0. For some important results on Engle's ARCH models, we refer to Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner (1992) , Bollerslev, Engel, Nelson (1994) , Berkes, Horváth, and Kokoszka (2003) , Hall and Yao (2003) , Zakoïan (2004, 2010) , Jensen and Rahbek (2004) , and Lang, Rahbek, and Jensen (2011) .
The quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE) was studied by Ling (2004) and Ling and Li (2008) for the DAR(1) models, and by Ling (2007) for the DAR(p) models. That Eη 4 t < ∞ is necessary for its asymptotic normality; in practice, this may fail; and the standard QMLE procedure may not be reliable. The least absolute deviation (LAD) approach can be used to reduce the moment condition of η t and provide a robust estimator; see Knight (1987 Knight ( , 1998 , Davis and Dunsmuir (1997) , Ling (2005) , Pan, Wang, and Yao (2007) , and Zhu and Ling (2012) for the ARMA models with i.i.d. errors, and Horváth and Liese (2004) , Peng and Yao (2003) , Berkes and Horváth (2004) , Li (2005, 2008) , and Zhu and Ling (2011) for the ARMA-GARCH/GARCH models. Chan and Peng (2005) proposed a local weighted LAD estimator (WLADE) for the DAR(1) models, and established its asymptotic theory. Unlike QMLE, the WLADE only requires Eη 2 t < ∞ and shares a property of robust estimators. However, contrary to the LAD estimators for the regression or AR models, the WLADE is not an efficient estimator when η t follows a double exponential distribution.
In this paper, we investigate the global quasi-maximum exponential likelihood estimator (QMELE) for model (1.1), which is a LAD-type estimator. If E|y t | ι < ∞ for some ι > 0, with Eη 2 t < ∞, strong consistency and asymptotic normality of the QMELE are obtained. A comparison is given with the QMLE in Ling (2007) and WLADE in Chan and Peng (2005) . A simulation study is carried out to compare the performance of these estimators in finite samples. An example on the exchange rate is given to illustrate the advantage of our QMELE procedure. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives our main results. Simulation results are reported in Section 3. An example is given in Section 4. All of the proofs are in the Appendix.
Main Results
Let θ = (γ ′ , δ ′ ) ′ be the unknown parameter of model (1.1) with true value ∞) , and R 0 = (0, ∞). Assume that {y 1 , . . . , y n } are generated by model (1.1). When η t follows the standard double exponential distribution, the log-likelihood function (ignoring a constant) can be written as
where 
When η t ∼ N (0, 1), a necessary and sufficient condition for Assumption 2 is given in Ling (2007) . When p = 1, Borkovec and Klüppelberg (2001) obtained a strict stationarity condition for the DAR(1) models, E(ln |ϕ + η t √ α|) < 0. This condition implies that E|y t | ι < ∞ for some ι > 0; see Ling (2005) . Figure 1 shows the stationary region of (ϕ, α) for the DAR(1) models when η t is N (0, π/2) and (π/(2 √ 3))t 3 , respectively, with t 3 the student's t distribution with three degrees of freedom. From the figure, we can see that |ϕ| can be 1 or slightly larger than 1, and the stationary region when η t ∼ (π/(2 √ 3))t 3 is larger than that when η t ∼ N (0, π/2); this is quite different from the stationarity condition, |ϕ| < 1, of the AR(1) models with i.i.d. errors.
Our basic results on strong convergence and asymptotic normality are as follows:
Theorem 1. Suppose that η t has zero median with E|η
t | = 1. If Assumptions 1−2 hold, thenθ n → θ 0 almost surely (a.s.) as n → ∞.
Theorem 2. If Assumptions 1−3 hold with E|η
where → d denotes the convergence in distribution and 
Remark 1. When Eη t = 0, the asymptotic variance in Theorem 2 reduces to the block diagonal matrix:
The asymptotic normality of our QMELE only needs a fractional moment of y t . It is well known that the asymptotic normality of the classical LAD estimator requires Ey 2 t < ∞ for the AR models with i.i.d. errors or GARCH errors; see Knight (1987) , Davis, Knight, and Liu (1992) , Davis (1996) , Davis and Dunsmuir (1997) , and . Recently, the weighted LAD estimator was investigated for the AR models with i.i.d. errors or GARCH errors and shown to be asymptotically normal under a fractional moment of y t ; see Ling (2005) , Pan, Wang, and Yao (2007) , and Ling (2011, 2012) . However, the weighted LAD estimator may not be efficient in general. Since the conditional variance h t (δ) can control the log-likelihood function at (2.1), the weight is not needed for the DAR(p) models. This advantage motivates us to consider the QMELE procedure in practice, especially when y t is heavy-tailed with Ey 2 t = ∞. Given the data set {y t }, the matrixes Σ 0 and Ω 0 in Theorem 2 can be estimated viâ
is the residual, and
.
is a kernel function and b n > 0 is the bandwidth.
Corollary 1. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 2 hold and sup
Remark 2. The kernel function K(x) in Corollary 1 could be normal, Epanechnikov, triangular, or one of many others. We use the normal kernel function and the bandwidth b opt,n for the numerical studies in Sections 3-4, where
is the reference bandwidth selector, and s,γ 3 , andγ 4 are the sample standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the residuals {η t }, respectively. See Fan and Yao (2003, p.201) To compare the asymptotic efficiency of our QMELE and the QMLE in Ling (2007), we assume that Eη 3 t = 0 and Eη 4 t < ∞, and reparametrize (1.1) as
where
Thus, by Theorem 3.1 in Ling (2007) , the asymptotic covariance ofθ n is Γ 1 , where
) ,
We now compare Γ 0 with Γ 1 for some specific cases. First, consider the case when η t =η t /E|η t |, withη t having the mixing normal density
for 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 and τ > 0. Here, ϕ(x) is the pdf of standard normal. After a simple calculation, we can show that, when ε = 1, τ = √ π/2,
Thus, Γ 0 > Γ 1 , and the QMLE is asymptotically more efficient than the QMELE. When ε = 1/2, τ = 5/2, we have
) .
Here, Γ 1 > Γ 0 , and hence the QMELE is asymptotically more efficient than the QMLE. We next consider the case when η t ∼ Laplace(0, 1). In this case,
Thus, Γ 1 > Γ 0 , and the QMELE is asymptotically more efficient than the QMLE. It is not surprising because QMELE is the MLE when η t ∼ Laplace(0, 1). Finally, we compare the asymptotic efficiency of the WLADE in Chan and Peng (2005) and the QMELE for the DAR(1) models. To make it simple, we only consider θ 0 = (0, 1, 1) ′ , in which case the asymptotic covariance of the WLADE is 
where m = median{η 2 t } and S = 1 + y 2 t−1 . When η t ∼ Laplace(0, 1), m = 0.48 and f ( √ m) = 0.25. We can see that the QMELE is asymptotically more efficient than the WLADE for parameters (w, α). For the parameter ϕ, it is hard to compare them with each other in theory, since the asymptotic covariance of WLADE is quite complicated; simulation comparison is given in the next section.
Simulation
In this section, we compare the performance of the QMELE with those of the QMLE and the WLADE in finite samples. The DAR(1) model used to generate data samples was
We set the sample size n = 400 and use 1000 replications. The true parameters were (ϕ 0 , w 0 , α 0 ) = (1.0, 1.0, 0.5), (0.5, 1.0, 0.5), (0.0, 1.0, 1.0), and (0.0, 1.0, 0.5). We took η t as Laplace(0, 1), N (0, 1), and t 3 distribution, respectively. Since these three estimation methods require different conditions for model (3.1), the QMELE (θ * n ), QMLE (θ * n ), and WLADE (θ * n ) are estimators of (ϕ 0 , rw 0 , rα 0 ) with r = (E|η t |) 2 , Eη 2 t , and median{η 2 t }, respectively. In order to make our comparison feasible, we let
be the QMELE, QMLE, and WLADE of (ϕ 0 , w 0 , α 0 ), respectively. The estimated asymptotic standard deviations ofθ n ,θ n , andθ n were derived in a similar way. In all calculations, we chose the kernel function and the bandwidth as in Remark 2, and used the true values of E|η t |, Eη 2 t , and median{η 2 t }. Tables 1−3 list the sample biases, the sample standard deviations (SD), and the average estimated asymptotic standard deviations (AD) ofθ n ,θ n , andθ n . From them, we can see that all three estimators have very small biases. When η t ∼ Laplace(0, 1), the QMELE has smaller AD and SD than those of both the QMLE and the WLADE, while the QMLE is better than the WLADE. When Table 1 . η t ∼ Laplace(0,1).
QMELE(θn)
QMLE ( Table 2 we can see that the QMLE has smaller AD and SD than those of both the QMELE and the WLADE, and the SD and AD of the WLADE of ϕ 0 is slightly smaller than those of the QMELE, while the SD and AD of the WLADE of ω 0 and α 0 are larger than those of the QMELE. From Table 3 , we can see that the QMELE has the smallest SD and AD, and the SD and AD of the QMLE of ϕ 0 are smaller than those of the WLADE, while the SD and AD of the WLADE of ω 0 and α 0 are smaller than those of the QMLE. We also note that the SD and AD of the QMLE of ω 0 and α 0 are not close to each other since the asymptotic variance of the QMLE is infinite in this case. These results are consistent with our theory in Section 2. The simulation results indicate that the QMELE has a good performance in finite samples.
A Data Example
In this section, we consider the daily exchange rate of United States Dollars (USD) to New Taiwan Dollars (TWD) (Interbank rate) from January 1, 2010 to January 1, 2011, which has in total 366 observations; see Figure 2 (a). Here, 100 times log return (after mean adjustment), denoted by {y t } 365 t=1 , is plotted in Figure 2 (b). To begin with, we first estimate the tail index of {y t } by Hill's estimatorĤ y (k) with the largest k data of {y 2 t },
, whereỹ j is the j-th order statistic of y 2 t . The plot of {Ĥ y (k)} 180 k=10 is given in Figure 3 (a) , from which we can see that the tail of y 2 t is most likely less than Table 3 . η t ∼ t 3 . 1, i.e, Ey 2 t = ∞. Moreover, the estimated kurtosis of {y t } is 13.9, indicating that the tail distribution of {y t } is much heavier than for the normal distribution. Thus, the classical LAD or QMLE procedure is not reliable for the ARMA models with i.i.d. errors or GARCH errors. Therefore, we used a DAR(p) (p≤ 4) model to fit the data set {y t }. According to Akaike's information criterion (AIC), the fitted model is With bandwidth b n = 0.3022, the normal kernel density estimator of η t , based on {η t }, is plotted in Figure 3 (b) . Apart from a small neighborhood of origin, this kernel density is very close to the density of the standard double exponential distribution. These results suggest that model (4.1) is adequate for the data set {y t }.
QMELE(θn) QMLE(θn) WLADE(θn)
Next, by using the QMLE procedure in Ling (2007) 
Proof. First, by Assumptions 1−2 and Lemma B.2 in Ling (2007) , it is straight-forward to see that (i) holds. Next, by a direct calculation, we have
where the last inequality holds since η t has zero median, and the minimum is attained if and only if γ = γ 0 a.s.; see Ling (2007) . Here, ξ * lies between γ and γ 0 . The function f (x) = log x + a/x, a ≥ 0, reaches its minimum at x = a. Thus,
E[l t (θ)] reaches its minimum if and only if
, and hence θ = θ 0 . Thus, we can claim that E[l t (θ)] is uniformly minimized at θ 0 , i.e., (ii) holds.
Let
, by using Taylor's expansion, we can see that
where ζ * lies between δ and δ * . Then, by Assumption 2, we have
Thus it follows that (iii) holds.
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the method in Huber (1967) . Let V be any open neighborhood of θ 0 ∈ Θ. By Lemma A.1 (iii), for any θ * ∈ V c = Θ/V and ε > 0, there exists an η 0 > 0 such that
From Lemma A.1 (i), by the Ergodic Theorem, it follows that
if n is large enough. Since V c is compact, we can choose
if n is large enough. Note that the infimum on the compact set V c is attained. For each θ i ∈ V c , from Lemma A.1 (ii), there exists an ε 0 > 0 such that
if n is large enough. On the other hand, by the Ergodic Theorem, it follows that
if n is large enough. Hence, combining (A.5) and (A.6),
which implies thatθ n ∈ V , a.s. for ∀V , if n is large enough. By the arbitrariness of V , it yieldsθ n → θ 0 a.s. This completes the proof.
To prove Theorem 2, we use the technique in Zhu and Ling (2011) . We first re-parameterize the objective function (2.1) as
Let I(·) be the indicator function. Using the identity
where (A.10) where
and ξ * lies between δ 0 and δ 0 + u 2 . We need two lemmas. The first is directly from the Central Limit Theorem; the second gives the expansions of Π in (u) for i = 1, 2, 3 and ∑ n t=1 C t (u), and its proof is analogous to those of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in Zhu and Ling (2011) .
) . Lemma A.3. If Assumptions 1−3 hold, then for any sequence of random variables u n such that u n = o p (1), it follows that
Proof of Theorem 2. We haveû n = o p (1) by Theorem 1. Furthermore, by (A.7), (A.9)−(A.10) and Lemma A.3, we have
where Σ 0 = Σ 1 + Σ 2 . Let λ min > 0 be the minimum eigenvalue of Σ 0 . Then
Note that H n (û n ) ≤ 0. By the previous inequality, it follows that 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that
. By (A.11) and (A.12), we have
Note that (A.11) still holds whenû n is replaced by u * n . Thus,
By the previous two equations, it follows that 
Thus, by Theorem 3.1 in Ling and McAleer (2003) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have
Since √ n(θ n − θ 0 ) = O p (1) and nb 4 n → ∞ as n → ∞, by (A.14) and (A.15), it follows that
Next, by a direct calculation we have
where the last inequality holds since sup x f (x) < ∞ by Assumption 2.2 and ∫ ∞ −∞ K(x)dx = 1. Then, by Theorem 3.1 in Ling and McAleer (2003) , it follows that
Furthermore, since ∫ ∞ −∞ |x|K(x)dx < ∞ and b n → 0 as n → ∞, we have 
